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CT3 Checkpoint 
Friendly Apex X2 
17” Backpack
This lightweight backpack fits up to 17” laptops and features 
plenty of space for all your business essentials. CODi Checkpoint 
Friendly cases are designed to save time and eliminate hassle 
while navigating airport security. CT3 cases feature two distinct 
compartments hinged by military grade ballistic nylon, which 
allow the case to lie flat while passing through airport x-ray 
machines and eliminate the need to remove the laptop from the 
case. Travelers can simply grab the case from the conveyor with 
one hand and go - the case secures itself with a zipper between 
the compartments. 

PRODUCT SPECS

PART NUMBER C6070

MATERIALS SX2™ Ballistic Nylon / 210D Nylon Lining

COLOR Black

SCREEN SIZE Fits up to 17”

DIMENSIONS 12.5” x 18” x 8.5“

WEIGHT 2.6 lbs

WARRANTY Forever Guarantee

MSRP $149.99

FEATURES
 - MADE WITH CODi SX2™ BALLISTIC NYLON the strongest 

weave available, derived from military applications

 - LEATHER TOP CARRY HANDLE for easy grab and go

 - BOTTOM FRONT COMPARTMENT flips down to reveal a 
mobile accessory organizer

 - TOP FRONT COMPARTMENT flips down for access to key fob 
and pockets for pens, business cards, and other essentials

 - TABLET POCKET located in the main compartment with the 
ability to hold up to two tablets

 - MAIN COMPARTMENT provides ample space for files and other 
essentials 

 - SIDE ACCESS CT3 LAPTOP COMPARTMENT heavily padded 
for protection
Note: Laptop must be positioned with battery closest to the bottom of the case. Adding 

accessories or other items to this pocket may make you subject to additional screening.

 - INTEGRATED TROLLEY STRAP for wheeled case piggyback

 - BREATHABLE, PADDED BACK to increase comfort and reduce 
fatigue

 - ADJUSTABLE, PADDED STERNUM & SHOULDER STRAPS 
curved to contour the shoulders and back


